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This work deals with the nondegenerated matrix version of the moment problem (MMP) on an interval
of lR. For its treatment, the method of Fundamental Matrix Inequalities created by V.P. Potapov [1] is
basic. Through it, an explicit solution of the MMP problem, also known as the Hausdorff Matrix Moment
Problem, is given. The statement of the MMP problem is the following:

MMP:
Let (sj)k

j=0 be a sequence of m×m Hermitian matrices. Find the set Mm×m
≥ ([a, b], B∩[a, b]; (sj)k

j=0)
of all nonnegative Hermitian measures σ from Mm×m

≥ ([a, b], B ∩ [a, b]), such that the condition

∫

[a,b]

tjσ(dt) = sj

for all j ∈ {0, · · · , k} holds.

By virtue of the Perron–Stieltjes inversion formula, the MMP problem is reduced to a certain functional
analytical problem for holomorphic matrix functions s defined in lC \ [a, b].

An explicit solution of the problem MMP is given in terms of a linear fractional transformation

s := (U11 p + U12 q) · (U21 p + U22 q)−1,

where

U =
(

U11 U12

U21 U22

)
,

called the resolvent matrix of MMP problem, is a 2m× 2m matrix polynomial constructed by the given
data (sj)k

j=0, and the column pair col(p(z), q(z)) is a Stieltjes pair [2], [3].
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